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Annual Frosh-Soph
Track Meet
Saturday

Published Weekly by the Students of the University of Maine

"Accent On Youth"
Shows Good Directing,
Acting, and Designing
Hutchinson, Howe
Give Excellent
Portrayals
EFFECTIVE SET
Supporting Cast Aids
In Sophisticated
Handling

Polish Prof.
Joins Faculty

Proposed $400,000 Library

Arctic Explorer Will
Come to City Hall
December 14

Building Will

Roy I.. Fernald, of Winterport,
Mayo To Be
former State Senator from Waldo Norman H.
Head Of Finance
County, will deliver an address on
"State Finances" under the auspices
Committee
of the Political Science Club in the
eampaign
to a-sist the UniverA
December
Little Theatre, Tuesday,
12, at 3:30.
hi financing the consity of M:
Fernald, a graduate of the Univer- struction of a new library building
sity of .Maine, is a former professor has been lautiehed by the General
of economics and an experienced leg- Alumni Association. it was anislator. He has served in the State nounced here today. The pro.
Legislature for four consecutive posed building, which will co-t
s'tt
terms, two in the House of Repre- approximately $100,000, will reThe architect's drawing, above, shows how the proposed $400,000 library will look at the south end of the Mall, sentatives and two in the Senate. In place the present °serer".ded
his last term in the Senate he was structure erected by a gift from
facing the Memorial Gymnasium
Republican majority floor leader and Andrew Carnegie hi 1906.
chairman of the Judiciary Committee.
XT;
The site on the campus assigned to
Among his other degrees he holds !the utew library is at the south end
a Master's degree from Harvard and of the Mall, lying between Stevens
an LL.B. and LL.D. from Boston Hall and the Administration buildThe annual Christmas Vespes
University. He is reputed to hold ing, with the north facade facing the
Service will be presented at the
more earned degrees than any other Al
Memorial Gymnasium, and the
Memorial Gymnasium at 4:15
individual in the country.
south facade facing the Horticulture
Nine
colleges
will
participate
in
p.m. on Sunday, December 10.
Lieut. Col. Will Be
The address will be open to all building to form a smaller quadrangle
the first annual intercollegiate invitaThe committee in charge of
students and members of the faculty. with Rogers Hall on the east side and
Named; Reynolds
tion debate tournament to be held here
the program includes Fred P. LoWinslow Hall on the west. The
Band To Play
ring, chairman, Prof. A. W. Friday and Saturday, December 8 and
!building will conform to the style of
Sprague, conductor of chorus and
9. Dr. Howard L. Runion announced.
'the newer buildings on the campus,
Hairdressers are rushed; tuxedoes
orchestra. Mr. Albion Beverage,
the Georgian Colonial red brick
and evening gowns are coming out
The question for debate is, Resolved:
conductor of men's glee club, Beth
structure of Stevens, Rogers, and
of the moth balls; dances are being
That
the
United
States
should
own
Pendleton, Prof. Warren H.
Merrill halls. Three stories high, it
swapped; all is set for the big event
and operate the railroads.
The latest campus poll revealed
Bliss, Ruth Trickey, '40, Charles
will provide increased space for genewhich marks the beginning of the
Wilson, '40.
The debate tournament is sponsored that most of the students voting fa- ral reading and reference rooms and
winter social whirl—the annual Miliby the Debating Society and will be vored a one-day reading period before special departmental reading rooms.
The complete program will be
tary Ball.
held in Stevens Hall. The first three final examinations. The College of
found on an inside page.
Five of the loveliest of the women
The campaign will be directed by
rounds will take place Friday after- Agriculture was the most in favor.
in the junior class will vie for the
with 94% assenting. as contrasted an alumni committee under the chairnoon,
beginning
at
one
o'clock.
The
honor of being commissioned honomanship of Norman II. Mayo. '09, of
semi-finals and finals will be held with an 87% of the voters as a whole
rary lieutenant colonel. One of the
Portland.
idea.
favoring
such
an
Saturday morning. The awards to the
following candidates is to be anThe need of the building and the
winning teams will be made at the
The students were not very enthunounced at intermission and commisbanquet at noon. Members of the siastic over the suggestion that there organizing of the program was decidsioned by Elizabeth Kruse, of Bangor,
The Deutscher Verein will present faculty will be the judges.
should be established a federal De- ed upon by a joint alumni and faculty
last year's choice—Barbara Ashworth
as its annual nativity play Fritz Grepartment of Education, involving fed- committee. The alumni who assisted
of Orono, Helen Wormwood, of PortEach
of
the
nine
colleges
is
privibenstein's "Der Stern von Bethlehem"
eral support and control. As would
(Continued on Page Four)
land. Elizabeth 111cAlary. of Rockat 7:30 next Sunday evening in the leged to enter two teams for competi- be expected, the College of Education.
land, Anna Verrill, of Westbrook,
tion.
Those
colleges
which
will
be
Little Theatre.
with a 'yes' vote of 64%, welcomed
and Pauline Cushing, of Portland.
The play is in four scenes telling represented are: Amherst, Bowdoin. such a plan, whereas the University
Patrons for the (lance will be Presthe story of the holy couple seeking an Colby, Providence, Rhode Island as a whole gave it only lukewarm
ident and Mrs. Arthur A. Hauck,
inn in Bethlehem, of the shepherds State, St. Patrick's of Ottawa, On- support, with a vote of 51%.
Colonel and Mrs. Robert L. Alcott,
in the fields who become aware of the tario, Williams. University of New
Dean Edith Wilson, Major and Mrs.
Seventy-nine per cent of the stustar that shows them the way to the Hampshire, and the University of
Richard R. Chase. '41. Philip A.
Harry Henkle, and Captain and Mrs.
child, and their adoration and the Maine. The tournament is open to dents agreed that the federal govern- Hutchinson. '40, and Edward W.
George I.oupret.
public.
the
ment
should
tax
munitions
profits.
presentation of humble gifts.
Stanley, '40. are the winners of the
Dancing will lx' from 9 until 2
Those taking part are: Rudolph
Hovey Memorial Scholarship, it was
o'clock. Tommy Reynolds and his
Haffner as Josef, Alvalene Pierson
alllllninced today by President Arthur
.,relw.tra ss ill play.
ac Maria, Byron Whitney as Kuno,
A. Hauck. The scholarships are
Juliet Spangler as Steffi, Hope Jackawarded to students in the College
man as Wirtin, and Robert McDonald
!!i Technology on the basis of schoas Stoffel.
attainment, character, and geneA choir stationed in the organ loft
cal promise.
will sing the various traditional carStanley is a meniber of the Masque,
Dr. Julius Seelye Bixler, teacher of have turned against things of the
ols which are interspersed in the naa member (if A.S.M.E., a member of
tivity play. Mr. William J. Cupp. of theology at the Harvard Divinity mind to matters that are more vivid, Phi Mu Delta fraternity. and was
Bangor, is directing the choir which School, spoke on "The Need of Re- near at hand, and, in a sense, more assistant manager of baseball.
boots. To complete the 'Woodsy'
is composed of June Bridges. Joan ligion in the World Tixlay" at the "secure."
Hutchinson. a Masque member,
look, lie smokes a ferocious brier pipe.
McAllister, Edith McIntire, Norma assembly on Tuesday which opened
The purpose of an Embassy at the played the lead in "Accent on Youth,"
The mayor, of course, is one of
Sylvester, Jeanette Lamoreats Ru- the first Embassy program at the University is to awaken in the averis a member of the Scabbard and
the best dressed males on campus.
dolph Haffner, and Byron Whitney. University which is being sponsored age undergraduate a realization of
Blade, junior varsity football squad.
His turned-up shoes, long flowing
by the Maine Christian Association.
the practicability, importance, and ne- Alpha Tau Omega fraternity, and has
mane of hair, grey flannel shirt, jac"There are two opposite habits of cessity of religion in his life and in received the scholarship before.
ket, slacks, and overcoat place him
life in the world today," stated Dr. the world in which be lives, through
among the 400 on Campus.
Chase was a member of the varsity
Dialer. "One is controlled by force, information and through contact with tennis squad.
Prof. Walter Whitney is the tops
or 'red blood,' and the other is gov- vigorous Christian personalities.
Fort)-hair new nwinhers %TN: inin what the well-dressed faculty memerned by reason, spiritual insight, and
The program of the Embassy was as
bers will wear. His green jacket and itiated in the French Club Thursday,
education. The question of the day is, follows: Tuesday, 4:30, Meeting of
brown checked slacks are familiar to November 23, at North Stevens Hall.
can the party of reason stand up Embassy Leaders, M.C.A.; Wednesall his English classes. His smoothly Gertrude Tondreau, president of the
against the party of force?"
day, 3:00-5 :00, Informal reception
combed black hair is a relief after club, outlined plans for the club for
William R. Booth, Victor Levene.
the coming year. Miss Marion Buzthe messy hair-dos of the students.
He stated that religion is the open- for faculty, NI.C.A.; Thursday, 3:30,
Panel discussion by leaders of Em- and Arnold Pitman represented the
of
the
zell
and
Professor
Vigneras,
ing
for
new
experiences
and
that
it
Prof.
While we are on the subject,
appleRomance Language department, were is concerned with the validity of ab- bassy on the question, "What is the University of Maine at an
Dwight B. Demeritt just walked in
place of religion in education?" In-!judging contest with Connecticut,
among
the
faculty
present.
stract
ideas
and
the
validity
of
the
to buy a pack of cigarettes. He is the
Massachusetts, and New Hampshire
The older members who conducted mind. "Religion is understood through formal discussion groups were each
'Boss' over in the Forestry Departat Amherst, Mass., on November 25.
evening
front
6
to
7
in
the
fraterniment. and sets a good example for the the initiation were: Gertrude Ton- an appeal to the mind. The problem ties. men's dormitories, and M.C.A.
Fourteen classes of apples were
foresters, which isn't often followed. ilreau. '40, I awrence Emery, '42, Nor- of life is, what to consider before one's
The Embassy committee was com- judged, each class consisting of three
self."
We
must
return
to
the
essence
ma
Sylvester,
'40,
Kathleen
Duplisse,
when
looks
swell
His dark grey suit
posed of Father Gordon Gillett. ad- plates of five apples. each of a single
it is accented by a forest-green shirt '40. Mary Upham, '4,0 and Jane of religion in what is good and true
and can be justified as reasonable. viser; John Colby, chairman; J. Rob- variety. A perfect individual score
Nichols, '41.
and a rough brown tie.
was 2,800 and team score, 8,400. On
New members initiated were: Lor- This appeal of the basic ideal of the ert Cameron, and Leon Breton.
An ensemble fashionable in the fall
mind leads to God. "Our quest for
In co-operation with the Embassy this basis the Massachusetts team won
Janet
Monoraine
Dimitrc,
E.
Dixon.
is the hunting outfit so ably displayed
was second
Charlotte Gifford, Marion Adas- God is the quest for the mind at work committee. the Panel Discussion com- with 7,888 points. Maine
by melt like Spud Peabody. You can hem,
in life."
mittee is continuing its policy of pre- with 7,050 points, and Connecticut
ko,
Amy
Wood,
Helen
Myers,
Jean
see that brilliant red jacket of his
senting once a month in the Little and New Hampshire were third and
from one end of the campus to the Morse, Alice Heald, Claire Tebhets, Dr. Bixler believes that we must
respectively.
Harriet Furbish, Anita Pooler, Vir- adjust an idea to reality and to what Theatre, to the students and faculty, fourth
other. It is as glaring as • stopa pertinent question to he discussed
Booth and Levene ranked third and
O'Mara,
ginia
Clark,
Stella
Margaret
present.
Howworld
is
like
at
the
light in Houlton.
Libby, Elizabeth Libby, Virginia Co- ever, we must out sacrifice our be- froth by members of the Panel and the fourth in individual scores. John Hall,
Then come those athletes who strut nant, Dorothy MacLeod, B. Emmons, lief in good, truth, and honesty be- audience.
of Massachusetts. was first with 2.694
around campus with their chests stuck Evelyn Tondritan, Freda Flanders, cause we sec they are not always
This committee is taking advantage points, Rain° !Anson, also of Massaout to display their M's. They are Marie Rourke.
abided by today. "It is good to in- of the null who will be here as lead- chusetts, was second with 2,673 points.
2,639 points.
so tough they won't wear jackets,
Marie Crossinan, Rita Cassidy, Ar- quire and know the truth. Evil is ers of the Embassy, presenting, with Booth was third with
they might cover the letter. Exam- lene Rodnan, Lorraine Rowell, Pau- unstable, for it is at war with itself Dr. Hanck as chairman, a panel made and Levene was fourth with 2,607
ples are Red Lane, Stan Johnson, line Cushing, Catherine Ward, Irving as well as with the world." But les- no of the following members: Rev. points.
Rog Stearns, Jack Reitz, Hal Dyer, Keiter, C. Vickery, P. Smith, Walter sons of goodness are of the mind and Newton C. Fetter, Rev. Rensel ColThe men who made this trip also
and Ken Burr.
Gosline, Bert Pratt, Charles Lufkin, are not completely lost and do not by. Dr. Mervin M. Deems, Rev. Ste- visited several apple plants. Among
After sending an afternoon at this E. Hoffman, John Webster, John P. have to be learned over* again by a phen Webster, Dr. Harry 0. H. those seen were the New England
fashion commentating, we concluded Contemn, E. Chandler, A. Rollins, S. new generation. Possibly the his- 1.evine, and Prof. Ernes !Jackman. Cold Storage Warehouse in Portland
that the men's styles on campus are Ashman, Mary Loyely, Edith Hunt- torians of the future will rcGr to our They will discuss the question, "What where 100,000 bushels of apples were
(Continued on Page Four)
stored this year.
ley, Allen Winter, and Earl Adams. era as the "bodily age," because we
just too, too divine—
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Annual Christmas Nine Colleges
Military Ball
Vespers Sianday, To Take Part
Starts Winter
In Debate
Social Events

'

Poll Favors
Reading Day

Nativity Play
To Be Given

Tech Students
Win Awards

Dr. Juluis Bixler, Assembly
Speaker, Starts Embassies :a.tic

Masterful Male Mannequins
Costume Cow College

Student Affairs
Committee Formed

Alumni Start Campaign
For Funds to Help Build
New $400,000 Library
New
Roy Fernald
' Provide More
To Address
Study Room
Politics Club REPLACES 1906 GIFT

Hubert Wilkins
Will Speak
In Bangor

Sir Hubert Wilkins, one of America's most distinguished explorers and
The Maine Masque deserves to
scientists, is to speak the evening of
be congratulated on its "accent."
Thursday, December 14, at the BanThe cast displayed an adept hand
gor City Hall under the auspices ..t
for sophisticated comedy to an exCaptain
trot that is perhaps unusual for an the B.H.S. Debate Club.
amateur college group. The audi- Wilkins has commanded seven difference on more than one occasion ent expeditions to the polar regions,
forgot the actors on the stage and more than any other living man. He
-aw only the characters, e,o success- has spent ten years in the Arctic and
ful were the players in submerging soothed ten years in the Antarctic.
their personalities beneath the perCaptain Wilkins' unusual record inoioilitie
the persons they por- cludes six "firsts." He was the
trayed.
FIRST to discover new land from the
The play itself proved to be an al- air. FIRST to cross the Arctic Ocean
most perfect vehicle for the cast. by airplane. FIRST to land on any
It was replete with clever lines, and ocean, and, unaided, walk home.
the cast seldom failed to take advan- FIRST to fly over the Antarctic contage of them. A play of this type, tinent. FIRST to fly about the North
worldly-wise, clever, unsimple, is easi- Pole, by moonlight in the depth of
ly ruined by amateurs, for the effect of winter. FIRST and only explorer
its punch-lines depends frequently on to use a submarine under the Arctice
a mere gesture, on an imperceptible ice.
pause, or a change in voice tone.
Captain Wilkins is no stranger to
These are subtleties of acting which the lecture platform. Few men have
are often beyond the capabilities of addressed such varied audiences and
a non-professional group, but without in so many different countries. He
them the force of the play would be has spoken before scientific groups
lost. The cast of "Accent on Youth" and before hundreds of popular audidemonstrated a not inadequate hand- ences throughout the English-speakling of these subtleties with only an ing world. Each time he has returned
occasional slip, and even these errors from his expeditions he has been in
lose their significance when the play great demand for lecture appearances.
is viewed as a whole.
Because of his plans for a new subThis play presented a radical change marine polar expedition being interin performance when compared to the rupted, due to war conditions, Captain
Wilkins will remain in America this
(Continued on Page Four)
season, and, according to popular request, he is filling a limited number
of lecture engagements while he is
acting in an advisory capacity in connection with European affairs.
Many Maine students will rememDr. Stanislas Francis Snieszko, of ber the successful
presentation two
the University of Krakow, Poland, years ago of Richard
Halliburton by
and former Rockefeller Foundation the same group. As at that
time, inscholar at the University of Wiscon- quiries
and seat reservations should
sin, has been appointed research asbe directed to the Debate Club at the
sistant in the department of bacteriol- Bangor High
School office.
ogy at the University for the remainder of the academic year, President
Arthur A. Hauck announced here today. Dr. Snieszko's appointment has
been made possible through the cooperation of the Maine Canners' Association.
Dr. Snieszko received both his undergraduate and graduate degrees
By Bob and Barb
from Jagellonian University of KraThe
Bookstore
is probably the best
kow, doing his graduate thesis in the
field of medical bacteriology. For seve- place on campus to observe what men
ral years he was instructor in the In- are wearing this winter, since it is
stitute of Experimental Medicine at admitted that the elite of the campus
passes through the bookstore someKrakow.
It is here that
He continued his advanced studies, time (luring the day.
to observe the campus
after receiving his doctorate. Leipzig we picked
University. in agricultural bacteriol- fashions on parade.
For instance, here comes that wellogy, at the Pasteur Institute in Paris
and at Stockholm. During his Rocke- known mid-westerner, Dan Roberts,
feller fellowship front 1929 to 1932. strikingly attired in a bright green
his researches in commercial fermenta- and black jacket. His slacks are the
tion of cellulose attracted attention latest cut with a new pleated effect.
He wears no hat, which seems to be
throughout this country.
the fashion this year. The new hats
are so hard to wear, boys!
Dotted here and there among the
bookstore 'Cowboys' are the numerous
fashion plates from the freshman class.
A committee cm Student Affairs of Their ostentatious color scheme of
Ow College of Arts and Sciences has blue, green, and white makes them
been appointed by Dean Edward J. outstanding. However, due to the
Allen for an examination of the extra- will of certain of those above, the
curricular activities of the student frosh are the ones who wear coats.
body. The committee consists of Dr. Guy Torrey is notable for his droopy
tVilmarth Starr. chairman, Professor forelock of blond hair, his brown
James Stewart, Dean Edith Wilson, checked jacket contrasting with his
Professor Milton Ellis, and Professor grey tweed slacks, a green shirt to
Karl D. Larson.
match the freshman tie, and on top
The present objective of the corn- of it all a blue and white cap White
flutter is to examine club activities of wool socks and terribly dirty saddle
the student organizations. One of shoes complete the ensemble.
the first steps was to call a meeting
Oh! Oh! Here conies that sweetof the club advisers and students heart of Colvin, Jake Serota. He is
representing various clubs for a gene- a remarkable specimen of what the
ral discussion.
forester about campus is wearing. A
The meeting was held on Novem- 'Crew Cut,' blue and white checkered
ber 4 in the faculty room in South shirt with the tails flying in the
Stevens. A discussion developed on breeze. Topping the shirt is a waistthe question of the vitality of the length leather jacket. It makes the
club programs, membership, and roll shirt tails took like one of the new
of extracurricular activities as related hustles the women are wearing this
slacks are tucked in the top of his
to the formal education program.
By Raymond Valliere
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French Club Has
44 New Members

Maine Is Second
In Apple Judging
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... Town .
Stuff

Christmas Vespers
Program

Gallery Displays
Greek Athletics

IR A ID II e
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Prelude of Carols, Brass Quartet :
A set of plates depicting Greek
Wendall Butler and Arthur WorsAthletics and Festivals in the Fifth
•
the
of
students
the
by
year
college
the
during
ter,
Trumpets
Thursdays
Published
Century is on display in the Art GalUniversity of Maine
Howard DeShon and Frank
lery. The set represents the signifiGodwin
Bud
l
By
Haynes, Trombones
cant works of art which serve as
Carols:
Member
By Marguerite Bannigan
..........D •001 X41,4004., ADVIIATISIND .11
The Maine Radio Guild went to I
primary source for material on the
By University Snoops
Joy to the World
Advertising Service, Inc. I
town with their first program on Sunof Grecian life.
subject
Issociated Collef5iale Press National
ugly,
With revolution rearing its
CAlege Poobl.sbers Repreumustove
Arr. from Handel day night, November 26. I.etters
The plates are arranged in sequence,
Back to classes again and full of
New YOPIt. N.Y.
democracy
Distributor of
her,
at
head
420 MAMMON Ant
threatening
Holy
Night,
Night
Peaceful
have been pouring in with comments
and they portray athletics as a part
turkey—us, not the classes ...Every'".
"•
•
Gruber such as "came over great ...incidental today must innoculate herself with an of the religious expression of the
one seems to have had a grand time
counteract
to
enough
strong
antidote
Congregation, Chorus, Orchestra
music well selected...listened with
Greeks and as a part of their daily
Manager, all other carts- and I guess we're all content to get
Address all business correspondence to the Rusin..
Chorale: Break Forth! 0 Beauteous pleasure and instruction...excellently the all too prevalent, the virulent life. At the same time the illustraback to school to rest up for Xmas
tp.ndenee to the F,ditor•in•Chief.
his
In
injustice.
and
force
of
,
at the Isn't-office. Orono, Mt..
Heavenly Light, from
beteted as second class matter
conceived...expertly carried on ... germs
tions represent the various forms of
vacation which will be here before
Subscription: M.00 • year.
"The Christmas Oratorio" let the almighty work go on... sub- Call To Reason, Axel Wenner-Gren, filth century art and ornament, and
Prii ted at the University Press, Orono, Maine.
up...
made
all
cuts
those
have
we
the
Advertising Rate SOr per column Inch
Bach jects interested and delighted me ... Swedish industrialist, points out
Si
show many details of buildings,
Office on the third Roar of M.C.A building. Tel. Extension
That Snow we had a few weeks
a general overhauling of the
University Chorus and Orchestra
congratulations" and many, many need for
modes of travel, and costume.
the
but
disappeared
presback has all
At
system.
economic
capitalistic
-Chief
Editor-in
for
Solo
0
Holy Night
Soprano:
others.
This illustrative set is the second
CHARLES A. PEIRCE
Deacon" (Doc Winters to
"Sneakin'
besetills
major
the
of
one
is
it
ent
Adam
Business Manager
of a series on the civilizations of
The play was The Acadia National ting a democracy.
PETER J. SKOUFIS
you) gathered up a neat little armful
Ruth Trickey
Greece and Rome, and is compiled by
Park with the following students takEDITORIAL BOARD
which he's keeping in cold stor- Scripture Reading, Luke 2:1-14
lie does not, however, believe that the Museum of Fine Arts of Boston,
it: Quenton Crandall, Barin
part
Editor
ing
Sports
Phi
.
.
.
.
Elms
Astor
the
at
David
down
Editor
age
Managing
Warren Randall
it is an outmoded, antiquated machine Massachusetts.
Robert Goodwin
bara Ashworth, Carl Duncan, Paul
Dorothy Shiro Women's News Editor Ms's glamour boy, Jim Harris, is
Associate Editor
Rachel Kent
incapable of being anything but a hinGwendolyn Weymouth Society Editor getting to be quite a model. Do you Lo, How a Rose E'er Blooming
Morin, Philip Pierce, John Cullinan,
News Editor
Charles Leining
Praetorius Robert Lovejoy, Elton Carter, Fran- drance to man's progress and happiWilliam suppose Barbie will get that portrait Ave Maria
CONTRIBUTING EDITORS—Myer Alpert, Marguerite Bannigan, Ingham,
Vittoria cis Andrews, Eleanor Look, Russ ness. It is, instead, suffering from
for Christmas? Doc Gerrish looked
Chandler, Buel Godwin, Miriam Golden, Alma Hansen, Joseph
maladjustment and misguidance. It
University Chorus
Treat.
NVilliam
Pease,
Virginia
Mayo,
swell in a frame, too, but we hear Pastoral Symphony, from the Messiah %Voolley, Beth Trott, Dorothy Oue- is a living, vibrant thing which can
Stephen Kierstead, Phyllis Marks, John
an
was
It
Burden.
Duplisse, that Martha's getting "Chased" by
lette, and Fred
STAR REPORTERS—Richard Cranch, Dorrice Dow, Kathleen
A series of four faculty dances will
Handel excellent piece of work. WLBZ said develop and expand for the mutual
Paul Ehreniried, Edith Jacobs, Borris Kleiner.
Robert Taylor.
capital, but just he held during the remainder of the
Orchestra
University
the best bit benefit of labor and
doubt
without
Charlene
was
it
Gogan,
that
Patricia
Elwell,
Robert
Caouette,
taking ten- Carols:
REPORTERS—Daniel
now it is affected with growing pains. school year, according to an announceTrask, We hear Miss Baxter's
of amateur work presented by Maine
Perkins, Ada Saltzman, George Schmidt, Mary Scribner, Doreen
nis lessons. Small time stuff ...BetAnd the cure for such a case, Mr. ment by Mrs. Noah Bryan, secretary
It Came upon the Midnight Clear
studios.
Hall
Lord
Catherine Ward, Mary Louise White, Robert Willets.
from
Chase
Gren says, is co-operation between of the Committee for Faculty Dances.
Willis
Comstock, ty tells us that Beta's Dick
Corrine
Clark,
Virginia
Banks,
REPORTERS—Constance
CUB
has a few prelims between now and 0 Little Town of Bethlehem
labor and capital.
The first dance will be held on
Dorothy Day, Jane Dyer, Harold Garfinkle, Barbara Hogan. Dorothy
The Maine Campus on the air was
vacation which promise to give her
Redner going along very smoothly in its last
One is inclined to lend an attentive Tuesday, December 12, at 8:30 p.m.
Ouellette. Barbara Thompson, Ruth Towne.
are
maids
The
nights...
lonely
Finks, many
Congregation, Chorus, Orchestra
RADIO COMMITTEE—Marguerite Bannigan, chairman; Marcia
broadcast until Dave Astor came mental ear to what he has to say on in Alumni Gymnasium. All members
still cleaning up those fish scales, Violin Solo, Meditation from "Thais"
Eleanor Look.
in with the last minute dope this problem since he is recognized of the staff of instruction and all addashing
Cream- Fitzie. Do they really have turkeys
Massenet on the Honorary Fall Sports Cap- as an authority in his own country, ministrative officers are invited. No
POLL COMMITTEE—Beth Trott, chairman; Blanche Conlan, Mavis
that near to the ocean? ...
Booth Leavitt
er, Wayne Hoy, Martin Scher, Edward Schertzer, Dora West.
tains. I heard more double talk in Sweden, and since he has worked in subscription is required this year, and
I wonder what Bob Cameron had Great and Glorious
Haydn his five minutes of broadcast than I've industrial and business management the admission charge per couple has
BUSINESS STAFF
to stand on while the Balentine rug
Men's Glee Club
Frances Andrews
Subscription Manager
heard all the rest of the year on Cam- in the United States as well as other i been reduced under a new plan for
Harold Jordan
„ .
was gone. Ile Afay keep his feet Soprano and Baritone Duet:
Circulation Manager .
pus. Considering the fact that Dave parts of the world. When he first iurnshing dance music.
Lorusso,
Louis
Shepard,
LeRoy
Business Assistants
warm now that it's back ...It seems Sing Unto the Lord a New Song
A barn dance is planned for January
rushed over to broadcast the "exclu- came to America, he says in his foreMerlin Scanlin, Clifford West
that Fred Tarbox swapped his pin
Hosmer sive" between courses at the banquet, word, he "was eager to learn every 18, either a Valentine or a Washingand sixty cigars for Charlotte. Some
Elayne Snow and Amos Fletcher
he did a good job with his ad libbing. angle of life in the country of limit- ton dance for Febraury, and a St.
You know I al- Carols:
bargaining, F.S.
less possibilities." Thus a fifteen Patrick's dance on March 21.
ways thought Bob Burkigh CONK from
Hark! The Herald Angels Sing
Each couple attending the dance
Last Sunday night the Advanced cents an hour job in a motor factory
Boothbay Harbor but I'd swear I
Arr. from Mendelssohn Music Students presented a half hour was his first course in that chosen next Tuesday is requested to bring a
It seems that Maine students have more to be thankful for
passed him heading south of Boston.. Oh, Come All Ye Faithful
decoration for the Christmas tree,
of music on the University of Maine education.
Uniafter Thanksgiving than before. The announcement that the
Portuguese on the Air. The Music commentary
Congrats to Anna and Bill. We
Observing that Sweden is regarded
versity is to have a new library is most gratifying to all. The need had our suspicions before. What's Congregation, Chorus, Orchestra about the pieces played was prepared as possessing one of the world's model
this about Alice Ann and Doc? ? ? Hallelujah, Chorus from the Messiah by Dr. Karl Larsen. Those who took economic set-ups, he points out that take policy; industry reconciled ithas long been recognized.
Handel part were Pauline Jellison, Anne Rol- her system is by no means flawless, self soon enough to the idea "that it
Are freshman crushes ever revived? ?
giving."
and
University
Orchestra
Chorus
parties...
surprise
likes
Steven
Ellen
lins, Ruth McKay, and Ruth Trickey, although relatively very advanced, had to start the
To those familiar with library facilities at the University, it Mamie Deering looking forward when
the
shop-worn, shelfproceeds
Discounting
he
pages
The
150
solos.
next
the
in
and
soprano
the
sang
who
is obvious that they are inadequate. When the present building her AOA comes down from Brown.. Conductor of Chorus and Orchestra girls all did a great job. I hope that to discuss simply and clearly the har- worn patent medicine cures, the writProf. Adelbert Sprague they're on again soon.
has settled down at
nessing of individual initiative to er notes that no simplified system.
was opened in 1906, there were 576 students on campus. Today Guess Cotting ...
Conductor of Men's Glee Club
last—Nice Polly
modern economics with humanity's however carefully worked out, will
--s-there are 2061 who crowd into this same structure. The 30,000 The Tel and Tel evidently did a
Mr. Albion Beverage
cure the ills of the times. Youth, with
Next Sunday night the U. of M. on welfare as the main object.
the Air will also be a product of the
volumes housed in the library thirty-five years ago have been in- good business over the week-end—
Liberty. fraternity, and equality be- its latent strength, its energy and enthe voice
New Radio Guild. It will be the last come smothered in a dictatorship; thusiasm, can, with an adequate, increased to 136,000 volumes. The present accession rate of nearly Separation certainly made
ing across the stage. When he reached
program before Xmas vacation and they will die of strangulation in the spiring education, lead mankind to a
sound good. . Our congrats to Bill
5000 books annually has made it necessary to store away thousands Wetherbee—The Masque play us: the piano, on the right entrance, he will combine a dramatization of class wars of democratic countries. happier, better-adjusted social econolifted up the top—and was gone.
Those eternally stirring principles can- my.
in basements of other college halls. Calls for books have increased certainly a smash hit...Bob Fine- Iturbi's reception was anti-climatic. Xmas drama with Xmas carols.
for
vacation
There is much in this brightlyearly
week
a
left
berg
not be realized unless all forces of
since 1923, when the first circulation figures were kept, from 18,000 and came back late—Minus his Tau The people had given their all to a The Maine Radio Guild, a student production unite to follow the middle jacketed little book that appeals to
What
democratic
crowd!
a
stagehand.
organization of the University under way—Sweden's golden way. Collec- logic and common sense. As an aid to
to over 107,000. The present library is not fireproof and, since Ep pia...
We saw a frosh singing in front of
Department of tivism must not dominate because the a saner, clearer outlook on our own
the books, collections, and rare documents are worth many times It was Miles to Wheaton, but the bookstore the other clay and turn- the supervision of the
Speech, is now presenting a new series small business man would be annihi- economic problems, which must be
often...
quite
Church
to
goes
?dank
the
spend
ing redder and redder each moment.
the value of the building, it is considered uneconomic to
Nice election for honorary captain of We wondered if it was because he of educational broadcasts. Education lated and that, in turn, would mean faced and dealt with soundly and ramoney necessary to make it fireproof in view of its deficiencies. the fall sports teams... Beta's Sam- was thinking over how green he has by radio is already an accepted fact, the vitiation of individual initiative, tionally if we are to weather the inand for that reason the Guild hopes
Gren emphasizes again and creasingly tempestuous tumult of ecoIt is not essential to enumerate all the reasons why Maine should my takes this opportunity to ask the been all fall (Our pardons—we that this series will offer instruction whch Mr.
nomic maladjustment, the book has
again as essential.
off—Let us Pray they couldn't resist that one).
lay
to
brethren
here,
have a new library. Even to those not familiar with conditions
in the fields of science and history.
do... Phee Russell and Robertson
In a chapter entitled "The Situa- definite value. An although the style
We have a friend who is gradually
it must be evident from the above statistics that the need is great had a marvelous vacation—Still try- learning to speak and read English. This is their first venture and they tion in the U. S. A.," he declares that is extremely simple and devoid of
will appreciate any criticism or sug- a defeatist attitude, a distrust of union color or imagery, it has an innate
ing to catch up on their sleep...
and immediate.
His definitions amuse us.
The address is 350 Stevens niovementv and leadership, and a sus- warmth and sincerity. The writer's
gestions.
The Scabbard and Blade pledges
Panaroma—the smell of frying fish Hall.
pus hatred of government inter- concern for humanity as such is in
hasn't
my,
but
swell,
pretty
looked
University
The
need.
this
fulfill
to
taken
Now steps are being
on the stove.
ference have compromised progressive evidence throughout, attesting to his
that Tracy got a voice ... Have a
of University
and the General Alumni Association will each pay one half of the good time at the big dance Friday. Velocity—that with which one puts The new schedule
relations between labor and capital. conviction that "man cannot live by
broadcasts.
down a hot plate.
In Sv.eden this same situation, al- bread alone."
should
we
going
are
students
there
As
hear
we
what
From
building.
new
the
of
cost of construction
Liability—the capacity to tell better Sunday. 7.30 p.m.—The University of though he hints that the mutual wari- (Call To Reason. Axel Wenner-Gren,
combinations.
queer
of
lot
a
be
to
stories than the next fellar.
feel very fortunate that we are members of an institution possessing Tell you all about them next week.
Maine on the Air
ness was not quite so extreme, Mr. Farrar and Rhinehart, Inc., New
Grass—whiskers on the ground.
Monday, 2.30 p.m.—The Maine School Gren says was remedied by a give and York. 1938.)
an alumni body with the courage and ability to undertake such a So long.
Grand Central Station—the dorms
of the Air
project. Maine alumni have always manifested a genuine interest
at ten-thirty p.m.
Tuesday, 6.30 p.m—Broadcast to
in the welfare of their university's undergraduates. The Memorial
From its very first night Accent on Aroostook County through WAGM
Youth was a hit. When preview audi- Wednesday, 2.30 p.m.—Three Meals
Gymnasium, the largest and most modern in New England, stands
ences laugh at the right places on the
a Day, presented by Dr. Marion
as a symbol of alumni spirit. The new library will be another
premier performance of a play most
Sweetman. Department of Home
of them have either read, seen, or
great memorial to the goodwill and generosity of Maine graduates.
Economics
By Mimi
heard about before—well, that's goThursday, 7.15 p m.—Maiffe Campus
the
learning,
higher
of
institutions
other
with
ing
some.
In comparison
There happens to be a gal on camNews
University of Maine has very little money with which to carry out pus whose fellar thinks she has things Typical froth question: "Where is
in common with Cyrano de Bergerac. the wind when it doesn't blow?
its building program. That the University, with its limited funds A romantic guy to say the least—re- Typical soph. answer: "Where the
OR three years I was the
•
highthe
of
indicative
is
loneliest man in the fraenterprise
an
such
start
resources,
can
it
rain."
and
Typical
erytime he kisses her, he asks her rain is when doesn't
Get vow- haircut for the
ternity house. Other guys
ly efficient business ability of its administrators. With this combi- please to remove her noregnard. junior comment: "Where the sun is
Nfilitan Ball at "Tim's"
(But look who's talking—he has such when it doesn't shine." The senior
had dates all the time, but
nation of alumni spirit and University administrative ability, we feel an obstruction that his features can't speaks: "I do admit—I do not know."
not me. Everytime I called
UNIVERSITY BARBER SHOP
All of which goes to show educational
even come out for air.)
that the success of the project is assured.
girl I got the same reply
a
trends.
Not too many weeks ago Iturbi.
•
•
. . . "Sorry but" etc. etc.
world-famous pianist, gave a concert
in Bangor. The hall was jammed with
Life was miserable.
You are no better dres•ed
music lovers from Bangor. Orono,
BOWL FOR HEALTH
Now I have dates every
haircut
hero's
your
Our
territory.
than
and surrounding
AND PLEASURE AT
Four hundred ninety students bothered to vote in the last CAM- pictures had appeared in the daily
See
night — thanks to Arrow.
PUS poll. This is less than one-fourth of the total student body and papers for the past two weeks and
SPORTLAND BOWLING ALLEY
One night I borrowed
the results can hardly be considered as opinion representative of everyone was well acquainted with
Orono
miii St.
Orono, Me.
Theatre Bldg.
The
was.
roommate's Arrow shirt
my
he
who
and
did
he
what
the whole University. It would be too bad to discontinue this feaprogram was to begin at eight-thirty. •
went to a dance—stag
and
students
of
number
larger
a
unless
necessary
ture, but such will be
At eight thirty-two a tall man in a
as usual. Well, before I left
register their opinions at the next poll.
enleft
the
from
appeared
dark suit
I had more dates booked
v.114N TOPSY —
Now I own a dozen Artrance. The applause was maddenc.n.r4T 00
Questions voted upon by students in recent CAMPUS polls, ing. The man did not look at the
You sslovin
Ti)
up on my cuff than a Don
row shirts--e clean one for
NoTiAlort wit)
•
••
especially those dealing with questions of University significance, audience but merely continued walkJuan. I heard the girls whis- every day in the week ...

Dieest

Sponsor Series of
4 Faculty Dances

Very Gratifying News

1

CAMPUS CHATTER I

"I expect other girls
to propose to me too"

•

F

•

•

About the 'Campus' Polls

BILL CASEY

"
ko.f„ocack,

MAN HAIR,.

have a direct bearing upon student affairs. Extracurricular activities, the acquisition of a mascot, and a day for study between the
end of classes and the beginning of final examinations are all topics
of student interest sufficiently important to warrant a large vote.
Other questions, dealing with political, social, economic, and philo-

pering: "Whet has cornet
over Elmer?" "He looks so
handsome." "Did you see
that nice shirt he's wearing?" "Must be an Arrow."

I Only quality merchandise
sold at

FIRST NATIONAL STORES

sophical subjects, are included in the polls, the results of which are
of significance and interest to socially conscious students.

cc

in Orono

I walked Elsie home that
night and she proposed to
me. Think of itl

•

We are not attempting to "sell" the CAMPUS poll. NVe merely wish to state that one more will be conducted to test student interest. If nearly one half of the student body participates in this
poll, we shall consider it as an indication of sufficient interest to
maintain this feature. Otherwise, it will be discontinued.
Any suggestions or criticism of the CAMPUS poll will be welcomed and carefully considered by the editor and the poll committee.
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Only the best of
Fresh Produce at the

Ailaatic I Pacific Tea Store.
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and five spares. Their collars never wrinkle, they fit
perfectly, because they're
Sanforized. They cost only
$2 each . . . they're reed,
and I'm grateful to Arrow

for the build-up.
I &trod) gleMelt

VIRGIE'S
UNIVERSITY STORE
ORONO
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Frosh Given Good Chance
To Defeat Sophomores In
Annual Track Meet Sat.

Indoor Track Team Is
Ready for Successful
Season, Says Jenkins
Bennett, Johnson,
And Don Smith
Are Strong

Rifle Team Is
By Dave Astor
To Compete in This inter-vacation period appears to be the period of in-betweens and Varsity Squad
Prepares For
marking time. It is in-between vacation, and from the looks of many of the
National Meet students
they're marking time—until they can go home to see their girl
Bates Game
The opening matches for the 1939- friends, or vice versa—and from the looks of the basketball coaches, the

Veteran

Cross Country
Team Makes
Frosh Good

The University oi Maine indoor
track team opens its season early in
February when it travels to Boston 1940 season of Intercollegiate Rifle short space of time for practice is also good cause for worry. The basketThe Freshman-Sophomore track
The varsity hoop squad went back
to participate in the B.A.A. relays. Competition will be held during the ball teams can only practice through Thursday, for Friday is the Military
and field meet which is held each year
This is followed by dual meets with week eliding December 9th, with Ball and Saturday is the day following the Ball—if you know what we mean. into action this week in preparation
to decide if froth rules are to remain
New Hampshire, Bates, Colby, and Mainebeing pitted against three tough
The following Friday, probably just as the squads, varsity and freshman, for a busy season. The time before
on till Christmas will be held Friday
grows
Bates
with
contest
first
the
Northeastern.
are
look
to
beginning
basketball
Christmas
like
the
begins.
teams,
recess
Western opponents, University of
and Saturday afternoons of this week.
esintense,
is
practice
the
and
short
teams
The
two
squads,
be
to
the
the
of
as
expected
well
members
as
are
report
students,
There will probably
Washington, U.C.L.A., and University
The field events-35 pound weight,
back to school the second of January. Since this day is the day following New pecially in view of the coming twoentered in the B.A.A. relays; a mile of Michigan.
shot put, and discus—will be held
realThere
lay-off.
Christmas
week
relay team, and a two mile relay team.
For these matches, fifteen sharp- Years, neither the squads (nor students) will probably be in shape to play
Friday afternoon while the rest of
Coach Jenkins said this week that shooters will perform for Maine, the basketball. Four days after their return the teams open their schedules, for ly isn't too much that can be said at
the meet will be Saturday afternoon.
this early stage of the team's developthe two mile relay team had a good high ten scores counting for the team better or for worse.
Contrary to the opinion prevalent
ment, for a new team is being built
chance to win the New England cham- score. The team for this match has
on campus, the meet is going to be
this season. With the loss of Lou
pionship in that race. Don Smith, not yet been selected but will be deThe athletic event of the week is the frosh-soph track meet, and a great
close. According to the figures of
Ken Blaisdell, Smoky Jordan, and termined by results of a local compe- meet it should be, too. As everybody probably knows, if the freshmen win Bourgoin, Vernon Kent, Dana Drew,
Coach Jenkins, the Sophomores have
and Ed Stanley has gone the greater
be
Howy Ehrlenbach are likely to
tition to be fired during the week the VIM, freshman rides go off immediately. If the sophomores win, the
a better than even chance of holding
part of the Pale Blue's scoring
pounding the boards when the two prior to the match.
rules stay on. On paper one might conclude that the /rash should sweep the strength. However, in the two reguthe Frosh to a one or two point marmile relay starts at Boston.
The schedule for the year is rapidly meet, but the meet will not be won that easy. It is true that the froth have lar veteran guards, Charlie Arbor
gin. and an even chance of winning.
of
lack
the
and
graduation
Due to
reaching completion with the mail the renowned national cross country champions to build a team around, and and Chick Wilson, Phil Curtis as
Admittedly the sophomores last year
material in last year's freshman class, man continuing to bring returns from they hare a fine shot putter and dashnian; however, it is reported from the
bad very little in the way of track
Whitten and Buzz
Harv
and
center,
the team as a whole is weaker than it the more distant colleges. Forty- sophomore camp that they intend to surprise their opponents with new "finds."
material, but the fact that several of
Tracy as forwards, Coach Kenyon
has been in several years. The high eight matches have been arranged, and The sophomores have as kno1.1: stars Bill Gilman, a great heurdkr, and
the freshman track stars of three
scoring combiworthy
a
visualize
can
jump, pole vault, and dashes are the Manager George H. Ellis states that Mark Ingraham, a distance man. Besides these they have many others who
years ago are hack as sophomores this
nation. Of course, these men are, to
weakest positions. However, several several more will be added. In addi- did well on the freshman team of last year. .The sophomore "finds" caused
year should not be overlooked.
all ways of reckoning now, only the
of last year's frosh will add strength tion, the team will participate in the Coach Jenkins to :mile when a "Campus" reporter asked him if the meet would
nucleus of a potentially potent outfit.
Brink in the high jump, Sweat in
to the varsity with Bill Gilman in the First Corps Area and in the Hearst be a runaway for the frosh. "Ifs going to be a lot closer than you expect,"
(lashes, Paterson in the mile, Ellis
the
today
recognized
generally
is
It
weights,
hurdles, Herb Johnson in the
matches which will be fired during replied the genial coach.
in the mile and one half, and Gilman
that seventeen or eighteen reliable
and Ben Graham in the pole vault.
the early months of 1940.
CHASE-1E ARDOR, one of the veterans in the hurdles, all have a better than
regulars are needed for a powerful
The dashes are the big IF of the
on the varsity basketball squad, fair chance of scoring in their events
Major Cooper reports his squads of
Already a great deal of enthusiasm has been built up for this week's team rather than the former five. left
entire squad. IF Sweat becomes elig- Frosh and Varsity Trigger Squeezers
will play an important role in the for the sophomores. The javelin and
meet. As one frosh put it, "We've won every game and meet we've had so With the reduction of the squad of
ible, he will add much needed strength are making good progress and, from
fight to retain the State title won smarter mile are anybody's event. The
far, and we intend to continue that way through the winter season—with the over sixty men to the present number
to the century and furlong dashes. present indications, should better the
last year from Bates and Colby
frosh are weak in the broad jump, 35
sophomores as our first victims." On the other hand, a sophomore was of twenty-four, Coach Kenyon hopes
IF Bill Atwood can get into condition, performance of last year's fine squad.
pound weight, discus, and high jump.
heard to say," We intend to keep those fresh men in their places." If you to train this group to the perfection
he is apt to go places, according to
However, its the distances and middle
want to witness a real exciting meet, don't miss the frosh-soph battle of oi regular players.
Coach Jenkins.
distances they are strong with many
wits, half-wits, and trackmen on Saturday.
men that have been
those
Among
competikeen
be
to
going
is
There
In the 600, 1000, mile and two mile,
of this year's championship cross
Things 'n stuff ...We trust that the proper authorities are taking into retained on the squad and who show
Don Smith, Ken Blaisdell, Smoky tion for the pole vault with Dexter, consideration Jack Nforan's pleas for a non-scouting agreement for all the
country team running.
to bear
able
being
of
now
promise
Blanand
Graham,
Rich,
Weaver,
Tennis doubles play has reached
Jordan, Howy Ehrlenbach, and Mark
Maine colleges. Mr. Moran, sports editor of the News, and jayvee football varsity burdens arc Parker Small, Ike
the quarter final round with four
Ingraham will share the assignments. chard all straining their shoulder mus- coach, has something worth considering, we believe...Coach Frank Keaney,
Gene
Burke,
Joe
Blake,
Cliff
Downes,
freshman and four upperclass teams
Smith and Jordan are likely to run cles. The high jump, that has been of R. I. State, is boasting of an even better basketball team this year. Woe
Leger, Russ Johnson, Keith Thomp- dominating play. The fast play on
the mile and half mile. Ehrlenbach ruled over by Bill McCarthy for three is us.... The state basketball series should provide plenty of close basketball
son. all sophomores; Roger Stearns, the indoor court has produced several
will hold down the 600 yard run, years, is now open. In all probability this year. Too bad Bowdoin won't provide for a hoop team ... The burning
Mac Roberts, Phil Curtis, Harvey good matches. The doubles players
while Ken Blaisdell will be winning Brink and Dexter will do the jump- question in indoor track is, will Don Smith smash his own records?
Whitten, Chick Wilson, Charlie Ar- are without doubt the earliest rising
ing. The broad jump is definitely
the two mile for the Pale Blue.
By Corrine Comstock
bor. Fred Johnston, and Phil Soder- athletes, for most of the matches are
The hurdles, a position weak last the weakest position on the team, but
recognized
nationally
With
point.
material.
varsity
former
quist,
learning
are
Blanchard
The fall Hockey Rally was held
being played at quarter past six in
year, will be greatly strengthened by Graham and
According to Coach Bill Kenyon: the morning. Conflicting schedules Sunday. November 26. Letters were
the addition of sophomore Bill Gilman fast and perhaps, before the season men like Bob Bennett and Stan Johnthe
of
be
to
strength
is
"The
team
among the four players in a doubles awarded to Rachel Kent with 425
who is expected to break the tape more closes, they will be getting points for son throwing the hammer, we are
built around speed this year. The match has made this early hour neces- points, Margaret Peaslee 430 points,
than once for the Maine speed mer- Maine, too.
sure of a first and second in most
The yearly Founders' Day banquet
Dora West 365 points, Shirley AshThe weights are Maine's strong meets. Jake Scrota, a husky junior, of Delta Delta Delta sorority was prospects look good, but nothing defi- sary for the playing off of matches.
chants.
nite can be told until actual competi4 points, Elinor Ward 467/2
1
In the upper bracket a sophomore man 407/
has been practicing all summer with held Monday evening, November 27, tion has been seen."
and Arlene Webster 4071/a
points,
Deand
Milford.
in
Svedeman
of
combination
Inn
House
White
the
at
the thirty-five pound weight and is
Numerals were awarded to
points.
fresha
conQuint,
and
Adler
meets
Shon
banquet
the
for
going to he heard from this year. The committee
'Miss Haller Is Honored man combination. The veterans Mary Bates with 125 points, ErnesSophomore Herb Johnson is the dis- sisted of Priscilla Thomas, Barbara
Doris Bradeen
By Panhellenic Council Hamilton and Crockett face Farrar tine Carver 125 points,
cus and shot put hope of future Maine Young. and Marian Hines.
/.; points, Mary Cowin 182ii
182,
and LaBarge in this same bracket.
Helen Staling acted as toast mistrack teams. This year he will have
points. Marian Hines 225 points. Lois
Miss Helen Haller, of Los Angeles,
Bob Bennett helping in the shot put, tress for the program. Barbara Welch
The lower brace finds Ingalls and
Long 1821./, points, Nancy Philbrook
President of A. 0. Pi,
hut he will have to hold the discus was reader for the pantomime in Calif., National
, meeting Watson and Lufkin
Took)
Donovan 197%
which Arlene Webster, Ruth White, was honored at a luncheon by Pan- in an all-freshman match. Pratt, the 182V, points, Francis
down alone.
197% points.
White
Lois
and
points.
24,
November
noon,
Friday
hellenic
While the team, as it is shaping up Ruth Peabody, and Madeline Banton in Merrill Hall, Dean Edith G. Wil- singles champion, is paired with Pi- Francis Donovan and Lois White renow, seems to lack the balance and represented the founders of the soror- son, Mrs. Reeves Hitchner. the nansky and will face Guard and ceived. as special award, 125 points
power that it should have, Coach ity. Margaret Sawyer also took part president and one delegate from each Chandler.
because they were members of the
Jenkins was rather optimistic as he in the program.
At the conclusion of the doubles .111-Maine Hockey Team.
sorority were guests at the luncheon.
Agnes Walsh read The 11'4/looked ahead to the coming season.
tournament more singles matches will
• • • •
Miss Haller gave an address on
be scheduled. More reasonable hours
He feels that the boys are out there Dressed Tri Delta Girl while Cortna
are being made for
Preparatisms
:
and
Congress
Panhellenic
"National
fighting with all they have, and that Kingsley personified the ideal.
of play will be prevalent in these
bringing the Humphries-Wiedman
Song leader for the evening was Its Progress."
they are likely to develop some unmatches since conflicting schedules
dance troupe to the campus on March
foreseen stars, provided the breaks Alice Ann Donovan, assisted by Eswill not be such a problem.
It,. The Student Government, W.A.
NOTICE
piano.
Drummond
the
at
ther
go their way.
A., All-Maine Women. and particu•
NOTICE
Inter fraternity Council reports the
larly the Modern Dance Club are
following pledges: Mitchell St. Lawspons,,ring the appearance of this
Three will he an Episcopal Com• group of internationally known conrence. Alpha Tau Omega; Arthur
at
10.
December
Sunday.
Kelley. Sigma Nu; and Carl Davis, munition
cert dancers. In charge of arrange9:00 •.m, in the M.C.A.
Theta Chi.
ments are Elizabeth Gammons, chairFather Gordon (;illett sill officiate man; Mavis Creamer, advertising;
Michigan State College students pay at a Communion Breakfast which Virginia May, blocking seats; Esther
but 12 per cent of the cost of their will follow the service. All students Drummond and Barbara Savage, ticare welcome.
tuition. (A.C.P.)
kets; Mary Bates, decorations; and
Margaret Hauck, ushers.
• • • •
Miss Marian Rogers had charge of
the exhibition game demonstrating
SA114:06
two court play and zone defense which
DUO NO
5
was played at South Portland, DecemDee. 8-9
Prominent Eastern Shoe Manufacturer, producing complete line of
ber 2. Maine girls participating were
well-connected
wants
campus,
the
for
styled
shoes,
feature
and
dress
Thurs., Dee. 7
Beatrice Gleason, Agnes Walsh, Al"JOE AND ETHEL
representative at Maine.
"ZORINA" in
ma Hansen, Anna Verrill, Helen
TURP CALL ON THE
"ON YOUR TOES"
Wormwood, Isabelle Garvin, Blanche
The right man can cover full college expenses as our representative.
PRESIDENT"
Eddie Albert, Frank McHugh
Conlan, and Anna Simpson.
I
We will supply full instructions and complete line of samples and
Floyd Gibbons—Comedy
• •••
qualifications.
stating
Write
equipment.
the
on
Story
\ Damon Runyon
Fri. & Sat., Dee. 8-9
Upperclass women are urged to
Saturday Evening Post's most
Brockton, Mass.
Garbo in
Knapp Brothers
get in the necessary four practice
Hilarious Characters
sessions for basketball before the
"NINOTCHKA"
Christmas holidays.
Melvin Douglas. Ina Claire
with
Paramount News
How to put more and more wires into a telephone cable
%on Sothern, William Gargan
Feature 2.45-6.45-9.00
NO"IICE
without increasing its diameter is an ever present problem
Sun. & Mon., Dec. 10-11
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Savage Is First
In Essay Contest

"ACCENT ON YOUTH"
(Continued from Page One)
first Masque play of the present season. Mr. Weatherbee, the director of
"Accent on Youth," in his reply to
our criticism of the previous play
stated that, as an amateur group, the
members could not devote sufficient
time to the rehearsal of the play to
bring forth its best qualities. We believe that Mr. Weatherbee over-emphasized the time element and we also
believe that this last play carries out
our contention that it is experience,
both on the part of the director and
cast, that is the important factor. The
time devoted to this play could not
have varied greatly from that given
to the first play, but the greater experience of the majority of the cast
and of the director of "Accent on
Youth" is obvious when the two plays
are compared.
It is a rather difficult procedure to
designate any one member of the cast
of "Accent on Youth" as outstanding.
The whole-hearted co-operation of the
cast improved the performances of all
concerned and prevented any individual performance from dominating the
play. In this manner each member
of the cast bad an opportunity to deliver his or her lines to their best advantage and to the betterment of the
play.
The first few moments of inactivity
on the stage after the first curtain permitted the audience to view appreciatively the well-conceived set which
provided an effective background for
the players, aiding them to maintain
the sophisticated atmosphere the play
called for.
Philip Hutchinson was excellent in
the role of Steven Gaye, the playwright who couldn't resist writing a
love scene for his rival. We believe
that this expresses the whole tone of
the play, ridiculous, humorous, and
yet there was a vague awareness on
the part of the audience of an undercurrent of something that was not
laughable, but too intangible to be
pinned down and labeled by such
words as "old love."
Virginia Howe did well in the role
of I.inda Brown, the romantic young
secretary who finally decided that
life would be much more enjoyable
with a sedentary old playwright than
with a muscle-conscious young actor.
The inimitable Louis Thibodeau
scattered laughter freely among the
audience as he fluttered vaguely
through the play as Frank Galloway.
Emily Hopkins capitalized on a
minor role and played it for all it was
worth, being extremely convincing as
the light-headed Miss Darling.
Genevieve Lang was portrayed by
Barbara Welch, and her clever performance in the role prevented it from
being submerged to the status of a
mere build-up role for the character
of Steven Gaye.
Dudley Utterback's conception of
the part of Flogdell, the butler, was
one of the best bits of acting we have
ever seen in the Little Theatre.
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DUKE UNIVERSITY

It was the excellent performances
oo these supporting actors which kept
up the exhilarating pace of the play
which had been set by the leads, and
the result was a fast-moving play
which deserves all the praise we can
give it.

EVENING DRESSES and COSTUME JEWELRY

Day's

each year. These may be taken consecutively (graduation in three and
one-quarter years) or three terms may
be taken each year (graduation in four
years). The entrance requirements are
Intelligence, character and three years
of college work, including the subjects
specified for Class A medical schools.
Catalogues and application forms may
be obtained from the Admission Committee.
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